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EXTRACTION OF HONEY



What is Shura?
 Shura comes from an Arabic word shara

 Its original meaning, according to classical Arabic 
dictionaries, is to extract honey from hives. 

 Secondary meanings is consultation and 
deliberation.

 It brings forth ideas and opinions from peoples' minds 
analogous to the extracting of honey from hives. 

 It might also have been thought that good ideas and 
opinions were as sweet and precious as honey. 



Definition
 Shura is  the process of making decisions by 

consultation and deliberation among those who have 
an interest in the matter on which a decision is to be 
taken, or others who can help them to reach such a 
decision. 



2 aspects of Shura
 1- Shura Institution- Whenever we say Shura it is 

equated to majlis ash-Shura (the consultative body). 
That is an institution related to institution of Jamaah
or Khilafah

 2-Shura as a process-Shura is an indispensable aspect 
of the Islamic way of life, at all levels and at all times. 
In 42: 36-39 both Salah and Shura have been placed 
together for those who want to attain success.



Significance in Quran

Those who hearken to their Lord and establish regular prayer; 
who (conduct) their affairs by mutual Consultation; who 
spend out of what We bestow on them for Sustenance. 
(Shura,42:38)

So pass over (their faults) and ask for (Allah's) forgiveness for 
them; and consult them in affairs (of moment).  Then when 
thou hast taken a decision put thy trust in Allah.  For Allah 
loves those who put their trust (in Him). (Ale Imran, 3:159)



Ahadith related to Shura
 Ali® asked,”O’Prophet! If we have a matter in which we 

do not find a command or prohibition then what is 
your advice?” He said,” Consult the righteous wise 
people and do not depend upon individual opinion.” 
Tabrani.

 In response to a similar question by Abdullah Ibn 
Abbas he said,” Refer it to the Shura of righteous 
Muslims and do not decide on individual opinion.” 
Majmaul Zawaid, Kanzul Umal.



Hadith. Tirmidhi
 Reported Abu Huraira® that the Prophet (S) 

said,”When your rulers are your best people, your rich 
are generous and your matters are decided by Shura 
then the back of earth is better for you than its 
stomach. When your rulers are the worst people, rich 
are miserly and your matters are decided by your 
women then earth’s stomach is better for you than its 
surface



Hadith-Tirmidhi
 Aisha® said,” I have not seen a person who would 

consult in matters more than the Prophet (S).”

 Saahl Ibn Saad As Saidi reported that the Prophet(S) 
said, “One who consults is never deprived and the one 
who depends upon his opinion is never happy.”

( Qurtubi)



More Ahadith related to Shura
 Abu Huraira(RA) reported that the Prophet(S) said,” 

Al Mustasharu muta’manun. One who is cosulted
must be trustworthy.”  Abu Dawud.

 Abu Huraira(RA) reported that the Prophet(S) said,” 
Whoever is consulted and he gives opinion contrary to 
truth then he did khayanah. Whoever gives fatwah
without proper evidence then its sin is upon  such 
person.” Al Adab Al Mufrid and Abu Dawud.



Shura at the time of the 
Prophet(S).
 Shura for Azan.(1 Hijri) 

 Shra for Badar.(2 Hijri)

 Shura for the Badar POW. (2 Hijri)

 Shura for Uhad. (3 Hijri)

 Shura for Ahzab.(5 Hijri)

 Shura during Ahzab, to have treaty with Banu Ghutfan
leaders. ( Ansar opposed it)

 Shura for Ifk incidence.(6 Hijri)

 Shura for Hudaibeyah.( 6 Hijri)

 Shura for Hawazin POW’s. ( 8 Hijri)

 Shura to appoint Muaz Ibn Jabal as govenor of Yemen.



Practice of the 
Khulafa ar Rashidoon.

 Abu Bakr ®- It is reported by Mamoon bin Mahran
that whenever Abu Bakr (R) faced an issue, he would 
look in Quran for solution. If he did not find the 
solution there, he would search for Rasool(S) action in 
that matter. If he did not find any thing there, he 
would consult the prominent and pious Sahaba. Then 
he would follow the collective opinion. (Kanzul
Ummal).



Umar Ibn Khattab (RA)
 Umar (RA) was the pioneer of the electoral shura 

concept 

 He was the first to officially form a council for the 
explicit purpose of conducting a process of selection.

 He appointed six members: ‘Uthmaan ibn ‘Affan (ra), 
Ali ibn Abi Taalib (ra), Talha ibn ‘Ubaydillah (ra), Sa’d
ibn Abi Waqqas (ra), Abdur-Rahman ibn ‘Auf (ra), and 
az-Zubayr ibn al-‘Awwaam (ra).  

 He instructed them to choose from among themselves 
the one whom they agreed was most suited to the job.



Practice of Osman(R)
 Osman (RA) said the following in his first address. “ 

Listen! I am a follower and not a discoverer of new 
ways. Know you all ! I pledge three things after 
following Quran and Sunnah. I will follow all decisions 
you have adopted by mutual agreement before me. I 
will find new ways only after consulting everyone, in 
the matters not decided.” ( Al Tabari)



Ali Ibn Abi Talib (RA)
 Ali ibn Abi Talib(RA)was asked, "Won’t you name your 

successor? He said: “The Messenger of Allah (peace 
and blessings be upon him) did not name his 
successor, so I will not. However, if Allah wants good 
for people, He will make them choose the best from 
among themselves, as He made them choose the best 
after their Prophet died

 Narrated by Al-Hakim in Al-Mustadrak



Imams of Hadith
 Imam Bukhari. Established chapter on 

Shura in his Sahih which states,” Chapter on  
Wa Amruhum Shura Bainahum……”

 Imam Abu Dawud and Imam Tirmidhi 
have chapters on this subject.

 Jalalud Din Sayuti wrote a chapter in his 
book “ Al Khasais ul Kubra” that necessity 
of consultation was a characteristic of the 
Prophet(S).



Why the Prophet (SAW) 
practiced Shura? 



Opinions of other Scholars
 Ibn Taymiyah said: “Shura is 

indispensable for any leader. Allah 
(swt) commanded (even) His 
Prophet to practice it.”

 Ibn Kathir said: “mentioning shura 
between salah and zakah (42:38) is 
an indication of its importance”



Implications 
 Opinion of the majority of Muslim jurists is that Shura 

is obligatory on both upon those in authority and the 
Muslim people.

 Leaders must come to power by the consent of the 
people. 

 Are conclusions reached by Shura binding on the 
leaders?



There are three schools of thought 
regarding shura’s final outcome: 
 Obeying it is optional, 

 obeying it is mandatory, 

 It is up to the Ummah or community to decide (as 
specified in its bylaws) whether or not it is mandatory 
depending upon the circumstances and the stage of 
development. When members have not yet acquired 
enough knowledge and experience, the first opinion 
should be adopted



Choices for Leader in conflict
 a) The prevalent opinion of Shura is concerning a 

strategy or interpretation of relevant texts. In such 
an event Shura’s decision is binding on the ruler and 
he should either accept it or resign. 

 B) Rejection of an Islamic principle, injunction or 
doctrine. Leaders & other Muslims with him, should 
first try their best to convince them or use any means 
necessary to uphold the established injunctions.



Benefits of Shura
 To see the issue under discussion from different angles

 Making a more informed decision by taking into account 
all factors, constraints, threats and opportunities and 

 Making the best use of people's contributions and ideas

 Personal involvement of all people in the decision-
making process 

 It makes them more motivated and convinced when 
their opinions are taken into consideration 

 People are more positive and willing to implement the 
decision



Pre requisites of Shura
 Freedom of opinion

 Freedom of expression

 Willingness to sacrifice opinion

 No candidacy or canvassing 

 Freedom of people to select their representatives without 
prejudice 

 Elimination of all forms of cheating, 

 No bullying or pressure 

 No personality cults or groupings

 Ability for effective team-work in all collective matters at all 
levels,



Whom to consult?
 This depends upon the particular subject in question. 

 If the matter is one of direct importance to ordinary 
people, the leader should either consult them or 
consult those whom they trust. 

 On the other hand, if the matter in question requires 
specific knowledge, specialists in that matter should 
be consulted.



Qualities of the Shura people
 Iman and Taqwah

 Knowledge of Quran, Sunnah 

 Practicing upon Islamic knowledge

 Justice (Adal)

 No desire to seek power or material benefits

 Have no fear of presenting honest opinion

 Willing to sacrifice personal opinion for collective 
decisions without any grudge or ill will

 Refrain from sinful Najwah and grouping  

 Have  people’s trust respect and acceptance.



The Method of Selection & 
Conducting Shura

 Shariah has not specified a way to select Shura 
people nor has it specified a method for surveying 
opinions or collecting votes. 

 It shows that Shura is an obligation on the leader 
and, at the same time, a right for the Ummah. 

 It also made it clear that Muslims should conduct their 
affairs by Shura.

 Details of conducting shura have been left to the 
Ummah’s discretion



Methodology of Shura
 It depends upon circumstances, level of organization, 

and nature of the social structure. 

 It may elect a Majlis ash-Shura (consultatory council) 
of competent and sincere Muslims whom the leader 
can consult in public matters

 Leader may consult specialists in a particular matter 
whether or not they are members of the elected majlis

 Leader  may consult the whole Ummah in matters that 
are really serious



Some principles of Shura
Consultation should be obtained in all matters 
whenever possible.

Give frank opinion without hesitation when consulted.

Opinion must be honest and not biased.

Opinion is an ‘Amanah’ of the meeting.

Sacrifice of personal opinion when collective decision 
is made is necessary.



Principles of Shura
 Once the decision is made, then it is not the decision 

of few individuals, rather it belongs to the Jamaah.

 If one has changed his opinion latter, then it must 
be presented to the same forum where discussion was 
carried out. 

 Talking to people other than the forum will constitute 
violation of Amanah.

 Evidence from Quran/Sunnah shall prevail.



5 Levels of Shura Application
 1-Individual Shura-For individual decisions 

 2- Family Shura

 3- Organizational Shura

 -4- For public decisions (Public Shura)

 5- Governmental Affairs



Salient Features of Democracy
 Democracy stipulates that the sovereignty belongs to  the 

people

 People should draft their own constitution and laws 

 People are the judicial authority that judges among people 
through the application of secular laws. 

 In order for people to assume legislative authority, general 
elections are held to select a group of individuals who 
are able to monitor all authorities. 

 Democracy is a form of government in which state-power is 
held by the majority of citizens within a country or a 
state

 Those elected individuals have the right to depose 
ministers and bring officials to account, including the head 
of state. 



Salient Features of Shura
 Shura in Islam is based on the fact that sovereignty

belongs to  Allah(SWT)

 Allah’s rules revealed to the Messenger of Allah 
(peace and blessings be upon him) take precedence . 

 Scholars come at the top of the people of  Shura. 

 In their consultations they work diligently to 
implement the rules of Allah. 

 They also interpret these rules  accurately and draw 
systematic plans for application.

 Leadership is to be elected based upon 
Taqwah, knowledge and ability to run the affairs 
diligently 



Hurdles or abuses
 Communities are divided into several groups and 

organizations. This is main hurdle in the way of 
reorganizing and uniting each community on the 
principle of shura 

 Leaders (amirs, presidents, secretaries, etc.) have 
become used to doing things in their own way in 
their own little circle

 They are not mentally prepared to work together 
with Muslims outside of their circle 

 Some of the organizations in our midst are at least 
partly controlled from outside



Hurdles
 The various religious groups that are found in each 

community are controlled  by indoctrination by 
their leaders

 In an Islamic Jama’ah, the leader may bring his own 
plan and have prior  canvassing  to win favor of 
select Shura members. 

 Some members of Shura may conduct illegal najwah 
and bring pre conceived plan on the floor. 




